Kinder

The Mystery Tractor Tyre.
Whilst on our way to the Aboriginal Campsite the Kinder students found an empty tractor tyre which caused much excitement. There were in deep conversations about how it got there and how great it would be in the Kinder playground.

Numeracy
We have been teaching each other maths games which is a great way to share our learning and support each other.

Rock n Roll
There have been many child led music sessions as the children improvised with paper guitars and used everyday objects to make music. The children are excited about sharing their knowledge with the visiting professional musicians who are coming soon.

Outdoor Learning
During our weekly visit to the bush, last week we practised skills such as balancing, patience, negotiating, being safe, respecting the land, helping each other, problem solving, just to mention a few. Who would have thought balancing along a fallen trunk could teach us so much!!!

Social Circle
We have been learning about emotions and social skills during our Social Circle times. This term we have explored sadness and how to be a good friend by being positive and asking others to join our games.

Prep

Last week Fireman Barry came to visit Sacred Heart Catholic School. The prep class had two sessions with Fireman Barry and learned some valuable lessons, including; "Fireman are our friends", "Crawl low and go, go go!", "Stay two metres from the heater" and "Stop, drop, rock and roll". As a class we also discussed how we call triple zero in an emergency, and we practiced learning our home addresses. It is really important that your child is familiar with your home address in case of emergency. The prep class enjoyed practicing crawling and Campbell and Olivia were given the opportunity to dress up as fire fighters. A big thank you to Fireman Barry for teaching us some really important lessons.

Grade 1/2

The 1/2 team has been drawing still life pictures based on historical items as part of their history unit, "Technology Through Time." Mrs Bevan has been guiding the students through various drawing techniques such as line and shadow. The picture was drawn of Nev's old milk bottle from when he was at school.
Grade 3

Shape Up!

Grade 3s have had fun learning about 3D shapes by getting creative with straws and plasticine. They are becoming shape experts. Ask them what a vertex, edge or face is?!!

Grade 4

HOW LONG IS A PIECE OF STRING?

In Mathematics the students are investigating length, perimeter and area. It was fun to estimate and measure the length of a ball of wool. We then put the lengths together to see how close our length was to one kilometre.

In English the students have been exploring narrative writing through comic strips.

Grade 5/6

The 5/6 Team have spent 50% or 1/2 or .5 of their time learning about Fractions. We also enjoyed some fantastic activities with St. James’ Catholic College celebrating Feast of St. Mary MacKillop.